**Rigid Magnetic No-Touch Safety Tools**

For Load Control, Positioning & Lifting/Pulling

**SAFE-T-STIK**

- Fixed length magnetic no-touch safety tool. Guide and position heavy, dangerous steel safely.

- Safely guide and position objects such as road plate, trench plate shoring, beams, poles, pipe and other heavy steel components with precision and control.

  - Part # STS001
    - Length: Fixed, 5 Feet
    - Weight: 5 LBS
    - Handle: Adjustable
    - Grip Force: Over 400 LBS
    - Package Weight: 7 LBS
    - Package Size: 61" x 5" x 5"

**SAFE-T-STIK XL**

- Extendable magnetic no-touch safety tool. More reach and adaptability on the job.

- The adjustable Safe-T-Stik gives a worker more options and more distance without sacrificing any ability to control heavy steel being hoisted into or out of position.

  - Part # STS002
    - Length: Adjustable, 5 to 8 Feet
    - Weight: 7 LBS
    - Handle: Adjustable
    - Grip Force: Over 400 LBS
    - Package Weight: 10 LBS
    - Package Size: 61" x 5" x 5"

**SAFE-T-STIK mini**

- Compact, lightweight and super powerful no-touch lifting and pulling tool.

- Designed to quickly and easily pull up in ground water valve covers, lids, and grates. Reduce the risk of injury and improve efficiency on the job.

  - Part # STS003
    - Length: Fixed, 30"
    - Weight: 4 LBS
    - Handle: Fixed
    - Lifting Force: Over 400 LBS
    - Package Weight: 7 LBS
    - Package Size: 32" x 13" x 6"

**SAFE-T-STIK SR**

- Fixed length magnetic no-touch safety tool. Guide and position heavy, dangerous steel safely.

  - Our Short Reach model is perfect for guiding and positioning loads being hoisted into and out of position when workspace is congested or confined.

    - Part # STS005
      - Length: Fixed, 30"
      - Weight: 4 LBS
      - Handle: D Handle or Rotating T Handle
      - Lifting Force: Over 400 LBS
      - Package Weight: 6 LBS
      - Package Size: 32" x 5" x 5"

---

For more information or to order by phone, call 1 (888) 232-6275

Email PO's and RFQ's to: ORDERS@ADAMARINDUSTRIES.COM - Buy online at ADAMARINDUSTRIES.COM
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Safe-T-Stik products help increase employee safety and can help reduce the risk of injury in and around work zones. Proprietary aluminum components have been CAD designed and are created with a combination of CNC and hands on craftsmanship. Each tool is assembled by hand and quality checked during assembly and packaging. The tough, durable, lightweight, UV inhibited, safety orange FRP tube provides 35Kv per inch electrical insulation to the user. Safe-T-Stik is designed and built with on the job safety, quality, durability, reliability and efficiency in mind.

We've got the tools that make your work safer.